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Newcomers in Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises: 
 

Are SMEs Ready to Hire Internationally Trained Workers? 
 

Radical customization, constant experimentation and novel business models will be new 

hallmarks of competition as technology and innovation boost productivity as the demand for 

skilled talent outstrips the supply.1 

 

Background: The Importance of SMEs in Canada 

 

In the entire non-agricultural business sector in Canada, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

with less than 500 employees account for 54.2% of business-sector GDP and employ 64% of private 

sector workers. 98% of businesses in Canada have fewer than 100 employees. This greater importance of 

small and medium-sized businesses in Canada is found in most industries, but is more pronounced in 

services-producing industries than in goods-producing industries. In Canada, the wholesale and retail 

industries combined produced the largest share of small-and-medium-sized-business GDP (21%), 

followed by finance (16%), mining and manufacturing (17%), construction (12%), and professional 

services (8%). 2 

The top five SME sectors in major cities (Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, and Vancouver) by number 

of businesses (NAICS-2) are: 

 Professional Scientific and Technical Services 

 Construction 

 Retail and Wholesale Trade 

 Health Care and Social Assistance 

 Accommodation and Food Services. 

Each year 139,000 new SMEs are created. As a significant and growing employer group, SMEs need to be 

able to access, hire, and integrate skilled workers where and when they need them. Yet in February 2012, 

the Canadian Chamber of Commerce stated that one of the top 10 barriers to Canadian international 

competiveness3 is a ‘desperate’ shortage of skilled workers.   

 

In addition to this disturbing trend, emerging business research from Royal Bank of Canada, Toronto 

Dominion Economics, and Deloitte indicates that the full utilization of skilled immigrants is key to 

Canadian productivity. Thus it is expected that SMEs will increasingly play a major role as employers of 

skilled immigrants.  

                                                 
1 McKinsey Global Institute, Oct 2011 
2 Statistics Canada, The Contribution of Small and Medium-sized Businesses to Gross Domestic Product: A Canada–United States Comparison, 

Ottawa: June 2011 found at http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11f0027m/11f0027m2011070-eng.pdf or 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11f0027m/2011070/part-partie1-eng.htm. In July 2010 nearly 87% of Canadian exporters were small businesses. 

Small businesses are responsible for $84 billion, or about 21 percent of Canada's total value, of exports, according to Industry Canada. 
3The Canadian Chamber of Commerce predicted that over the next decade there would be shortfalls of 163,000 in construction, 130,000 in oil and 

gas, 60,000 in nursing, 37,000 in trucking, 22,000 in the hotel industry and 10,000 in the steel trades. Feb, 2012 

 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11f0027m/11f0027m2011070-eng.pdf
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11f0027m/2011070/part-partie1-eng.htm
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Based on our experience, we believe that special outreach is needed to connect relevant 

information and supports to the SMEs enabling them to find and work with 

internationally trained employees, or internationally trained workers (ITWs).  Adaptive 

and coordinated strategies that accelerate the removal of barriers to hiring ITWs are 

critical to the economy. This paper will examine The Alliance of Sector Councils’ 

(TASC’s) lessons learned from engaging with SMEs on issues related to hiring and 

retaining internationally trained workers. We will review our recent project experience 

and reference other current research to suggest some next steps. 

 

Hiring and Retaining Internationally Trained Workers: A Cross-Sectoral Issue  

 

As industry-led partnership organizations, sector councils address skills development 

issues and have an interest in developing and implementing solutions. We define sector 

here as a ‘distinct part or branch of a nation’s economy.’ Several sector councils have active 

programs, tools and resources to support their employers in hiring and retaining 

internationally trained workers. These initiatives are summarized later in this paper.  

 

As the network of sector councils, The Alliance of Sector Councils (TASC) works on 

projects of cross-sectoral scope such as foreign credential recognition and integration of 

immigrants into the labour force and society. For the past two years, TASC has focused 

on engaging with small- and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) to inform them about 

foreign credential recognition and best practices in hiring internationally trained 

workers (ITWs).  

 

In total, 44 workshops took place across the country with a variety of employer groups. 

These sessions provided fora for employers to hear about the benefits of hiring ITWs as 

well as practical tips and strategies. They allowed employers an opportunity to ask 

questions, to discuss their unique challenges in hiring ITWs, and to connect directly with 

up-to-date, local and national resources and relevant contacts and expertise.  

 

TASC has also managed a project that builds on the successful national Employers 

Roadmap to develop a series of eight regional roadmaps for employers. These roadmaps  

compile: local information on foreign credential assessment, recognition, and integration 

of ITWs; local contacts; and supports, customized to the realities of each regional 

economy. TASC has worked with specific regional partners so that the project is guided 

by direct, on-the-ground observation, knowledge, and contacts.  
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Key Insights: What We Learned                                    

 

This culminating project paper is largely drawn from a review of reports and interviews 

arising from TASC’s recent project work with SME employers including: 

 FCR101 Workshops for Employers (funded by HRSDC’s FCR Program) 

o  FCR 101 Employer Workshops Conference Board Final Report, May 2011;  

o Summary of Participant Evaluations;  

 Regional Road Maps Project (funded by CIC’s FCRO)  

o Survey of current roadmaps consultants. 

 

Additionally we reviewed recent Canadian data and business research on SMEs and 

hiring of skilled immigrants including current research from Statistics Canada, Industry 

Canada, Deloitte, TD Economics, RBC Economics, and The Canadian Chamber of 

Commerce. We also referred to the recent report entitled, Global Talent for SMEs, Practical 

ideas to Connect SMEs to Skilled Immigrants. This was released in 2011 by ALLIES 

(Assisting Local Leaders with Immigrant Employment Strategies) a project jointly 

funded by Maytree and The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation.  

 

It was apparent from the TASC workshops that there are some variations in the needs 

and practices of SMEs in different regions and sectors; however, most SMEs are looking 

for more focused and streamlined coordination, and timely, tailored supports and 

strategies to access internationally trained workers. There are many resources 

available, which can be confusing and time-consuming for SMEs that have limited time 

and many other priorities. The need for clear and coordinated supports extends to policy 

alignment and bureaucratic processes and was a persistent theme across the country. 

Many SMEs reported being daunted, overwhelmed, and frustrated by the current 

system. 

 

This finding is supported by our observations in the Regional Roadmaps project, where 

we learned that despite the importance of local context, the issue of accessing and hiring 

ITWs across the country is more generalized and not actually so different for SMEs across 

regions. In fact, SMEs themselves are rather similar across major cities, with their most 

notable differences being sector-specific.4 And thus some of the best responses to 

support SMEs were sector-specific solutions, rather than just region-specific ones. 

 

In our sessions and interviews with employers, we learned that peer knowledge is 

highly valued, and SMEs are more likely to trust information that comes from the direct 

experience of another business owner. We also observed that the SME planning cycles, 

especially for human resources, are not usually long-term. Employers may not engage 

the issue of ITWs until their need is immediate. Faced with a confusing array of 

                                                 
4
 Conversation with B. Mah, lead researcher Global Talent for SMEs, ALLIES. 
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sources, it is little wonder they turn to friends, family, and especially other SMEs to find 

answers to their questions about hiring ITWs.  

 

In setting up the workshops, we found that there was limited success in asking 

employers to participate in time/date specific meetings, events or webinars on the topic. 

Instead they asked for a clear-cut, one-stop, go-to source in their community, for when 

they need it. 

 

We observed that encouraging SMEs to hire skilled immigrants has been approached as 

a response to a deficit, problem, gap or challenge for the SME employer, and/or the 

internationally trained worker and/or the labour market as a whole.  By contrast, we 

note that the most promising practices are actually based on incentives, particularly in: 

1. Hiring programs; 

2. Awareness and education initiatives.  

Specifically, the following observations stand out:  

 Many SMEs are, for practical, reasons risk-averse when it comes to hiring. 

 Financial incentives focused on assisting SMEs to orient and hire ITWs can 

provide a motivation to act (offsets employer capacity issues). 

 Access to authoritative information on labour market trends, particularly the 

shortage of skilled workers, also provides a motivation to act. 

 The impact of incentives increases exponentially when technology is  

      leveraged to address some of the challenges (time-crunch being a core issue).  

 Sector Councils are playing a practical role in addressing some of the deficits & 

challenges SMEs face. 

 The issue of credential recognition and/or competency assessment is a key 

component of the information employers seek. SMEs need swift and clear 

processes that enable them to hire when they need to. And they require  

alignment between occupational regulatory systems and immigration policies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary of Key Insights 

 most SMEs are looking for more focused and streamlined coordination and 

timely, tailored supports and strategies to access internationally trained workers 

 SMEs themselves are rather similar across major cities, with their most notable 

differences being sector specific 

 some sector councils have developed highly effective tools and resources to 

support SMEs 

 peer knowledge is highly valued and powerful 

 employers may not engage on the issue of ITWs until their need is immediate 

so they may not participate in or seek out information until it is specifically 

relevant 

 the most promising practices are actually based on incentives, particularly in 

hiring programs and awareness/education initiatives 

 SMEs are looking for clear processes and policies that support swift credential 

recognition, competency assessment, bureaucratic processing, and 

community/integration supports. 
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Leading Practices: Some Sector Council Responses 

 

1. Support and online workshops for ICT professionals coming to Canada:  

Immigration to Integration is an e-learning tool developed by the Information and 

Communication Technology Council (ICTC) for Internationally Educated 

Professionals (IEPs) and those assisting IEPs. The comprehensive tool provides 

knowledge about the process of coming to Canada, what Canadian ICT employers 

need, and resources to develop various competencies. ICTC also implemented an 

Integrated Work Experience Strategy program, which is a bridge-to-work program 

for IEPs and provides participants with key knowledge in Canadian cultural 

awareness, workplace communication, work experience, business networking 

experience, and volunteering opportunities.  

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca 

2. Tourism council develops a diversity guide and sets the international standard: 

The Canadian Tourism Human Resource Council (CTHRC) published a helpful 

guide called the Good Employer Compendium, which presents 12 case studies that 

describe how tourism businesses across Canada have applied diversity practices to 

successfully recruit, integrate, and retain internationally trained staff.  

http://www.cthrc.ca 

The CTHRC has also developed the emerit® Event Management International 

Competency Standard for tourism training which has now been endorsed formally 

in Europe by Queen Margaret University of Scotland and Berlin’s Hochschule der 

popularen Kunste (HDPK) making it a truly international standard. 

http://www.cthrc.ca 

3. Helping job seekers become ‚bio ready‛: 

The BioSkills Recognition Program was developed by BioTalent Canada to allow 

anyone entering the bio-economy workforce (such as new graduates, international 

educated professionals [IEPs], and other job seekers) to have their skills recognized 

and to be connected with employers in an efficient and reliable fashion. Job seekers 

create their own BioTalent ePortfolio based on Bio-economy Skills Profiles or Bio-

economy Skills At-a-Glance and have it recognized by the industry as BioReady. 

Related programs that are also helping with the integration of internationally 

educated professionals (IEPs) are the: BioSkills Transfer Tool; Online Readiness 

Modules that help IEP gauge their readiness to work in the bio-economy; 

BioSynergy, which helps sharpens someone’s team interactions; and a Bio-economy 

Language Instruction Course.  

http://www.biotalent.ca 

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/
http://www.cthrc.ca/
http://www.cthrc.ca/
http://biotalent.ca/default_e.asp?id=171
http://www.biotalent.ca/
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4. Employment strategies for call centres: 

Canadian contact centres, operating in Canada or abroad, also known as call centres 

and/or customer service centres, are a significant component of the Canadian 

economy, employing 3.4%5 of the Canadian workforce. They vary in size, level of 

specialization of staff, technologies used, and wages provided.  Contact Centre 

Canada is developing a Pan-Canadian Engagement Strategy as a forward-looking 

document for the industry that includes:  career awareness opportunities; 

relationships between industry, training institutes, and special interest groups; 

identification of sector specific data, programs, and tools available; and targeted skill 

development initiatives.  

http://www.contactcentrecanada.ca 

5. Online credentials available for environmental jobs in Canada: 

Environmental Careers Organizations (ECO) Canada offers an Environmental 

Practitioner-in-Training designation that allows immigrants to get Canadian 

credentials via the Internet while they are still in their home country. They register in 

the program, complete their courses and, upon successful completion, are granted an 

industry-recognized Canadian designation. 

http://www.eco.ca 

 

In addition to these sector-specific initiatives, The Alliance of Sector Councils (TASC) 

has worked with LASI World Skills to develop a multilingual website called Gateway to 

Careers. This unique gateway/resource provides introductory career information in 12 

languages including working conditions, range of occupations, and training required. It  

also links to the relevant career information from each sector council. It can be found at: 

http://www.councils.org/careers/                                        

Moving Forward: Suggested Actions 

 

Based on our lessons learned so far, we have identified some suggested actions to build 

and support SME’s readiness to hire and retain ITWs. 

 

1. Develop a specific SME Engagement Strategy based on employer readiness so it 

would provide information and concrete supports when the time is right; not based 

on convincing them to act when they are not motivated. This would include the 

following components: 

 better coordination and dissemination of readily accessible information (and 

contacts) at a single source; 

 clear identification of incentives and support to address and mitigate the 

perceived risk associated with hiring ITWs; 

                                                 
5
 Statistic from year 2000.  http://www.contactcentrecanada.ca/media/3819/section4_en.pdf  

http://www.contactcentrecanada.ca/
http://www.eco.ca/
http://www.councils.org/careers/
http://www.contactcentrecanada.ca/media/3819/section4_en.pdf
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 finding ways to harness and support peer knowledge sharing without 

burning out the ‚champions‛ - these SME peer networks could be virtual 

and/or local; 

 collaborative and aligned national, provincial/territorial, regional/local, and 

sectoral resources, solutions, and strategies; 

 use of technologies especially social media to engage SME employers; 

 provide credible, authoritative resources and information such as sector-

specific labour market information (LMI) that help make the case to 

employers and can be used in their own planning;  

 linked with community service so that employer feels that they and their 

ITWs are supported and will be successful; and 

 consulting support (even fee for service) to assist with specific challenges, 

such as on-demand pre-screening of ITWs, on-site support for workplace 

readiness, etc. 

 

Thinking Outside the Box: More Solutions 

 

1)  Technology and Innovation 

Use easy-to-use technology to inspire and accelerate the shift from informing employers to 

offering a platform for direct action.  

 

For example, President Obama’s 2011 Veterans Hiring Initiative challenged the private 

sector to a 90-day effort to hire 100,000 veterans. The private sector led by search engine 

companies Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo was asked to identify mark up language to 

code software so that employers could voluntarily make job commitments to veterans. 

In 90 days the White House launched the Veterans Job Bank that was populated with 

577,000 job commitments for veterans from the civilian sector. This was a voluntary 

problem-solving collaboration that had zero cost to the government. See also: 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/joiningforces/. 

 

Other ideas: 

a) Perhaps SMEs could be challenged to hire a range of different types of workers from 

ITWs, to veterans, to workers in transition, to those with disabilities, using  

technology in a similar way to stimulate voluntary commitment from employers.6 

Currently there is a national job bank within the government’s portal called Working 

in Canada. Sector councils could work with governments and other partners to create 

and promote innovative incentives programs using technology. 

b)  SMEs are increasingly using social media as a method for recruiting employees. 

Sector councils could use this type of technology coding to connect SME employers 

with ITWs.  

                                                 
6 http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/1/prweb9123098.htm  
 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/joiningforces/
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/1/prweb9123098.htm
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c) ‚There’s an app for that!‛ A US study7 estimates that small companies have cut 725.3 

million annual employee hours by using mobile apps, equaling $17.6 billion in 

savings. SMEs are becoming increasingly dependent on mobile apps. In 2011, about 

70 percent of small businesses used mobile apps for operations and almost 40 

percent said it would be difficult to survive without them, to a survey that AT&T 

Small Business Technology Poll released in March 2011.8 TASC could initiate a sector 

council collaboration on apps that would allow SME employers to have the local info 

they need on hiring ITWs on their mobile phones so that the resources are available 

to them on demand. Perhaps an app could be developed that has a local on-line 

database of screened ITW candidates in high-demand job areas. Currently there is a 

huge market of very affordable do-it-yourself apps for small business owners eager 

to create mobile apps especially to market services to customers or improve internal 

productivity. Notably, these offer a growing array of alternatives to hiring 

professional programmers.9   

 

2)  Coordinated Awareness and Education 

Streamline the confusing array of ‚go-to‛ supports and contacts for SMEs. 

 

a) TASC could initiate a strategic alliance with partners such as the ALLIES 

organizations to look specifically at an overarching sectoral strategy for SMEs in 

high demand/highly specialized job areas. This research and partnership would 

profile and advance the work that sector councils are doing nationally with the 

good work that ALLIES are doing locally with SMEs in key cities. 

b) Given that SMEs are becoming a very high priority in terms of Canadian 

productivity in the next decade TASC could create a comprehensive web tool to 

profile all the different models in the 9 or 10 sector councils that are currently 

providing support to SMEs to hire ITWs. This information would be linked to the 

modernization work that CIC is doing to integrate skilled workers. 

c) For SMEs, advice that has weight comes from peers they trust. A web-based 

application that links new entrepreneurs to high level experts has just been 

launched by a New Brunswick entrepreneur at www.clarity.fm.10 This is a fee-

for-use service but the fee is donated to the business advisor’s favourite charity. 

Using a similar model, TASC could work with key stakeholders to develop a tool 

that would facilitate SME advice-sharing. 

d) Another good example of a high impact network model is the Connector 

Program of The Greater Halifax Partnership11. In this program employers agree 

to meet  newcomers and international students and then provide them with three 

relevant contacts to help them build a solid network in the community. In 2010 

                                                 
7 ‚Saving Time and Money with Mobile Apps‛ at: http://www.sbecouncil.org/home/index.cfm  
8 AT&T Small Business Technology Poll, 2011 at: http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=18687  
9 ‚Do it yourself phone apps‛ at: http://www.businessweek.com/technology/content/nov2009/tc2009111_312995.htm  
10 Clarity: a better way to give advice at: http://davegallant.blogspot.com/2011/12/need-business-clarity-try-clarityfm.html 
11 Greater Halifax Partnership Connector Program at: 

http://www.greaterhalifax.com/en/home/ourprograms/immigration/connectorprogram/default.aspx  

http://www.clarity.fm/
http://www.sbecouncil.org/home/index.cfm
http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=18687
http://www.businessweek.com/technology/content/nov2009/tc2009111_312995.htm
http://davegallant.blogspot.com/2011/12/need-business-clarity-try-clarityfm.html
http://www.greaterhalifax.com/en/home/ourprograms/immigration/connectorprogram/default.aspx
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this highly successful program had 300 ‚connectors‛ representing over 250 

organizations. These linkages resulted in 86 immigrants being hired. TASC could 

play a role in promoting this example and encouraging similar sector-specific 

connector programs. 

e) TASC could develop a sector council brainstorming group or organize a forum 

on current SME trends to talk about raising SME’s awareness of services and 

information on hiring ITWs in high demand sectors such as: Construction, 

Tourism, Steel and Trades, Petroleum, ICTC, ECO, and Trucking. Such a session 

could also determine where greater collaboration and sharing could occur and 

what common strategies could be useful such as databases of screened 

candidates in specific sectors or occupations.   

f) TASC and the sector councils could play a key bridging role for SMEs that are 

unfamiliar or uncomfortable with reaching out to internationally trained 

workers. Many councils have Human Resources toolkits that could be extended 

to address cultural differences in the workplace, building diverse organizations, 

racial stereotyping and overcoming language issues. This information and 

resources needs to be actively championed and promoted.  

g) TASC could build on the work done by HRSDC and the provinces to develop 

seven regional Occupations Under Pressure Lists that employers refer to in 

building their case for temporary foreign workers. TASC could expand this type 

of strategic labour market data but from a hiring-from-within perspective and 

targeted to SMEs. 

h) Another interesting model is the Flying Squad,12 a national program at the Canada 

Council for the Arts that enables Canadian professional arts organizations to 

work with consultants/specialists who can advise or assist them with an aspect of 

internal organizational challenges, opportunities and/or new directions. The 

consultants/specialists may recommend measures or a plan of action, leaving 

implementation to the organization. The program contributes to the cost of 

consultants and support mentorship for individuals within organizations for a 

limited time period. TASC and the councils could use a similar targeted 

approach to build the resilience and capacity of SMEs especially in hiring and 

retaining internationally trained workers.  

 

                                                 
12 The Flying Squad: and organizational assistance program at: http://www.canadacouncil.ca/cgi-

bin/MsmGo.exe?grab_id=0&page_id=157&query=flying%20squad&hiword=FLYIN%20flying%20squad%20  

http://www.canadacouncil.ca/cgi-bin/MsmGo.exe?grab_id=0&page_id=157&query=flying%20squad&hiword=FLYIN%20flying%20squad%20
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/cgi-bin/MsmGo.exe?grab_id=0&page_id=157&query=flying%20squad&hiword=FLYIN%20flying%20squad%20
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Summary: Canada’s Imperative 

 

Two important trends are converging: 

1) increasing competition and employer need for skilled workers, and  

2) the growing importance of SMEs as major employers.  

Across the country there are exemplary initiatives in certain cities, sectors and businesses to 

confront these challenges, but a focused and coordinated strategy is needed to encourage 

and support small- and medium-sized enterprises to tap into the global talent pool. 

Coordinated strategies are also needed for linking the occupation regulatory-systems and 

immigration policies in Canada so that we can facilitate rather than impede the entry of 

skilled immigrants into the workforce. The time for action is now. Recent research 13  

indicates that the problem of immigrant integration into the workforce is on a downward 

spiral. 

 

It will take coordinated action by many partners and levels of government who are 

committed to a longer-term focus and willing to pay particular attention to the specific 

needs of SMEs. And clearly sectoral approaches are a key component for building these 

successful strategies.  

                                                 
13 Knocking Down Barriers Faced By New Immigrants To Canada: Fitting the Pieces Together (TD Economics, February 

2012) at: http://www.td.com/document/PDF/economics/special/ff0212_immigration.pdf  
 

http://www.td.com/document/PDF/economics/special/ff0212_immigration.pdf
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